
MUSEUM KAPFENBERG 
im KUlturZentrum Kapfenberg 
MÜRZGASSE 3, 8605 KAPFENBERG 
TELEFON: 03862 22501 / 1608 
museum@kapfenberg.gv.at 
 
Opening hours:  
Monday to Thursday 9.00 – 12.00 & 14.00 – 17.00 h, Friday 
9.00 – 12.00 h 
 
On occasion of exhibitions in the gallery of  
KUlturZentrum additional opening hours of the museum 
on Saturday, Sunday and holidays from 14:30 to 18:00 h 
(check www.kapfenberg.gv.at)  
 
Admission charge:  
adults ¤ 2.50 / with guided tour ¤ 5.00  
groups (from 8 persons),  
per person: ¤ 1.50 / with guided tour ¤ 3.00 
social ticket: ¤ 1.50 / with guided tour ¤ 3.00 
 
free of charge for school classes  
and children up to 14 years  
 
  
 
 

MUSEEN UND SAMMLUNGEN  
IN DER STEIERMARK

Room 1:  
„ Hammer mills  
in Kapfenberg”  

with a wonderful  

example of a water-driven  

drop hammer 
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MUSEUM 
KAPFENBERG  

Room „Life“  

with the themes  

“Buildings tell (hi)stories”;  

education, sport, culture …  

and some specimens of  

Kapfenberg’s enthusiastic  

collectors  

Room „Work“  with the themes history  
of industry; Böhler,  mining industry in  

Parschlug, world market  
leaders in Kapfenberg …  and 10 metres  of time diagram 

 
 



The tour of the museum starts with the  
pre- and early history, leads through the  
medieval times and the modern age as well 
as the museum’s kitchen from the 1920s. 
 
On the ground floor, the forge room, the  
history of industry, Böhler, mining in  
arschlug and the world market leaders  
represent the general theme “work”. 
 
The 10 m long time diagram shows the  
highlights of Kapfenberg’s history in  
comparison to interesting Austrian and  
international events. 
 
Finally, the themes buildings, education, 
sport, collections and culture are combined  
to form the concept “life”. 

UNTER- 
GESCHOSS: 

 
Raum 1: 

Museum Kapfenberg was originally a cave 
museum. It was founded in the 1920s to show 
the archaeological discoveries from the  
Rettenwand cave. As time went on, the  
Museum of Caves had 4 different locations. 
 
In 1989, it found its permanent home in  
the then opened KUlturZentrum and was  
redesigned as city museum. 
 
On two floors, various themes from the past 
are dealt with, pointing out the strengths and 
special features of the city. 
 
Some exhibits, like the curved hatchet from 
the Bronze Age or the gothic church windows, 
are of special scientific value.

Room 3: Representative selection  
from the Kapfenberg  

photo archives  Room 4: Completely equipped  
kitchen from the 1920s 

 
 

 

GROUND  FLOOR:  
 

Room 1: Exhibits from the  pre- and early history as  well as the Roman  times 
 
 

Room 2: 

Middle Age and modern age  

with the emphasis on  

jurisdiction,  

craft and church 

 
 


